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ABSTRACT 

Ilja Korolev: OPC UA as enabler of modular autonomous system 
Master’s thesis 
Tampere University 
Master’s degree Programme in Automation Technology 
February 2020 

 

OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) developed by OPC Foundation has been growing trend 
through Industry 4.0 revolutionary times. The goal of the OPC UA is to provide vendor-independ-
ent, interoperable and service-orientated entity for automation systems. OPC UA has been serv-
ing as higher-level data transferring protocol, however OPC Foundation decided to extend OPC 
UA down to the field-level to compete with legacy fieldbus protocols. With help of Time-Sensitive 
Network (TSN) OPC UA gains field-level real-time capabilities, that will allow deterministic con-
troller-to-controller communication. 

This thesis is a study on how OPC UA with help of TSN could be as enabler protocol for 
modular autonomous system. The purpose of thesis is to research TSN possibilities in the Indus-
trial Internet of Things (IIoT) and what benefits combining OPC UA with TSN will bring. The goal 
of the research is to compare legacy fieldbuses with OPC UA over TSN and provide needed tools 
and mechanisms for system configuration to achieve modularity and autonomy in the system. 

Based on a review of the literature on OPC UA and TSN, the lacking features in OPC UA was 
used as a theoretical framework for the need of TSN technology. Empirical research was used as 
research method, that was based on B&R white paper, other theoretical researches and own 
experiments using B&R hardware and software. The B&R white paper provided researches on 
legacy fieldbuses comparison between OPC UA over TSN, theoretical calculations, needed tools 
and mechanisms for TSN system. Own experiments and other researches brought out deficiency 
not only in OPC UA but in the current hardware and software. Gathered data from analysis of 
empirical research laid foundation for approach the solution. 

As a result, the need for TSN is explained through additional research material providing con-
crete OPC UA over TSN features, methods and tools needed for modular autonomous system. 
The thesis offers a theoretical approach on how TSN should be implemented in the system and 
what are the benefits of the combining OPC UA with TSN in the system. However, further research 
is needed when TSN hardware is going to be released, so that TSN technology can be thoroughly 
tested. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Ilja Korolev: OPC UA modulaarisen autonomisen järjestelmän mahdollistajana 
Diplomityö 
Tampereen yliopisto 
Automaatiotekniikan diplomi-insinöörin tutkinto-ohjelma 
Helmikuu 2020 
 

OPC-säätiön kehittämä OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) on ollut kasvava trendi Teollisuus 
4.0 -vallankumouksen aikana. OPC UA:n tavoitteena on tarjota valmistajasta riippumaton, 
yhteentoimiva ja palvelukeskeinen kokonaisuus automaatiojärjestelmille. Nykypäivänä OPC UA 
on toiminut korkeamman tason tiedonsiirtoprotokollana, mutta OPC-säätiö päätti laajentaa OPC 
UA:ta kenttätasolle asti kilpaillakseen nykyaikaisten kenttäväyläprotokollien kanssa. Time-
Sensitive Network (TSN) -teknologian avulla OPC UA saavuttaa kenttätason reaaliaikaiset 
ominaisuudet, jotka mahdollistavat deterministisen tiedonsiirron controller-to-controller 
liittymässä. 

Tämän diplomityön tarkoituksena on tutkia kuinka OPC UA voisi TSN-teknologian avulla olla 
mahdollistajana modulaarisessa autonomisessa järjestelmässä. Diplomityön tarkoituksena on 
myös selvittää TSN-teknologian mahdollisuuksia teollisen esineiden internetissä (IIoT) sekä tutkia 
mitä hyötyä OPC UA:n ja TSN-teknologian yhdistämisestä on. Työn tavoitteena on verrata 
vanhoja kenttäväyliä OPC UA:han TSN-teknologian kanssa ja tarjota tarvittavia työkaluja ja 
mekanismeja järjestelmän konfigurointiin modulaarisuuden ja autonomian saavuttamiseksi 
järjestelmässä. 

OPC UA:han ja TSN-teknologiaan pohjautuvan kirjallisuuskatsauksen perusteella, OPC UA:n 
puutteellisia ominaisuuksia käytettiin teoreettisena viitekehyksenä TSN-tekniikan tarpeen 
asettamiseksi. Tutkimusmenetelmänä käytettiin empiiristä tutkimusta, joka perustui B&R:n 
raporttiin (white paper), muihin teoreettisiin tutkimuksiin ja omiin käyttökokemuksiin, joissa 
käytettiin B&R-laitteistoa ja -ohjelmistoa. B&R:n raportissa esitettiin tutkimuksia liittyen vertailuun 
kenttäväylien OPC UA over TSN välillä, teoreettisiin laskelmiin, tarvittaviin työkaluihin ja 
mekanismeihin TSN-järjestelmää varten. Omat käyttökokemukset ja muut tutkimukset toivat esille 
puutteita paitsi OPC UA:ssa mutta myös nykyisessä laitteistossa ja ohjelmistossa. Empiirisen 
tutkimuksen analyysistä kerätyt tiedot loivat perustan tämän työn lopputulokselle. 

Työn lopputuloksena TSN-teknologian tarve selitetään lisätutkimusmateriaalilla, joka 
pohjautuu konkreettisiin OPC UA over TSN -ominaisuuksiin, menetelmiin ja työkaluihin, joita 
tarvitaan modulaarisessa autonomisessa järjestelmässä. Tämä diplomityö tarjoaa teoreettisen 
lähestymistavan siitä, kuinka TSN tulisi toteuttaa järjestelmässä ja mitä hyötyä OPC UA:n ja TSN-
teknologian yhdistämisestä on järjestelmässä. Lisätutkimuksia kuitenkin tarvitaan, kun TSN-
laitteisto julkaistaan, jotta TSN-teknologia voidaan testata perusteellisesti. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few decades, a fourth industrial revolution, called Industry 4.0, has emerged. 

Industry 4.0 takes the digital technology focus of the last few decades to a whole new 

level by leveraging connectivity through the Internet of Things (IoT), accessing real-time 

data via cyber-physical systems. Industry 4.0 provides a more comprehensive, intercon-

nected and holistic approach to manufacturing. Industry 4.0 allows business owners to 

better control and understand every aspect of their own business field. (Epicor 2020.) 

Today, automation industries set high requirements for the technology, above all in terms 

of security, reliability and scalability. When connecting devices of different manufactur-

ers, it usually brings some problems. Devices and systems haven’t had one common 

communication protocol before. Industries are looking for key features like ease, perfor-

mance and quality. OPC UA solution developed by the OPC Foundation aims for that 

solution. The OPC UA protocol is vendor-independent, interoperable and service-ori-

ented architecture that aims to provide a flexible and secure alternative to automation 

system integration. 

OPC UA is already today serving as a higher-level data transfer standard for systems on 

control level up to cloud level. However, OPC UA is now expanding with help of Time 

Sensitive Network (TSN) to the field-level with standardized field usage profiles such as 

IO, Safety and Motion. OPC UA with TSN adds OPC UA semantic information model 

down to the field level and TSN adds determinism to the controller-to-controller commu-

nication to provide interoperability between multi-vendor systems. (B&R 2019a.)  

This thesis is a study on researching benefits of OPC UA and possibilities including TSN 

in the modular autonomous system and was commissioned by B&R Industriautomation 

Ab Suomen sivuliike. The thesis focuses on how configure a system using OPC UA over 

TSN and how it will perform over system via traditional fieldbus communication. 

This chapter presents the need for the research, essential research questions and the 

objectives of the thesis. Lastly, the scope of the thesis is explained and structure of the 

thesis is presented. 
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1.1 Motivation and justification 

The need for researching OPC UA over TSN in B&R became necessary through Industry 

4.0. Since TSN is not fully complete product, it was noticed that theoretical comparison 

between fieldbuses and OPC UA over TSN was needed, to bring the key features for 

customers to better understand the new technology.  

The theoretical contribution of the thesis is to fill the gap in the field level communication 

of ISA 95 automation pyramid by TSN and bringing sufficient overview of key features. 

Since, there is no much research on TSN, this thesis aims to explain for end-users why 

TSN is important and how it’s going to change Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). 

1.2 Research problem and objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse new upcoming TSN technology over OPC UA, 

from theoretical point of view. Thesis also analyses what is needed for system to be 

vendor-independent, modular and autonomous via OPC UA over TSN, and why current 

fieldbuses are not enough for that. The first objective of this thesis is to gather information 

about OPC UA and TSN from current researches to understand the principles of tech-

nologies in order to configure the system. The second objective is to research changes 

brought by TSN into ISA 95 automation pyramid. The third objective is to benchmark 

existing fieldbuses against OPC UA over TSN to create understanding how important 

TSN technology is. 

The research questions based on the objectives are: 

1. How to configure system using OPC UA and TSN to achieve modular and auton-
omous system? 

2. What kind of features and possibilities TSN is bringing to Industrial Communica-
tion layers of Automation Pyramid? 

3. What benefits OPC UA over TSN brings over existing fieldbus protocols? 

1.3 Scope of the thesis 

This thesis focuses on a general overview about the TSN and how it, as a new technol-

ogy, affects multi-vendor controller-to-controller integration and communication from 

plant control level up to business planning level in ISA 95 automation pyramid. These 

two use cases have been noticed as a market gaps in the current IIoT world. (OPC 

Foundation 2018a.) The focus in this thesis is put on existing researches and theoretical 

parts of TSN, since there are no B&R TSN related hardware when this thesis was as-

signed, nor TSN hardware-based studies yet. As TSN related hardware and software in 

B&R is rumoured to be released in mid of 2020, it is not possible to do follow-up research 
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about TSN hardware due limitation of time given to finish the thesis. These pare are left 

for future studies.  

Currently, B&R has made theoretical whitepaper about OPC UA over TSN. Thus, the 

thesis will be mostly based on that whitepaper information. 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is divided into four parts: the theoretical part, empirical part, research material 

and results, and conclusions and future research. Chapter 2 introduces history of OPC 

UA, its mechanics and features. The chapter continues with introduction of TSN technol-

ogy, and OPC UA Global Discovery server and its importance. Chapter 3 covers com-

parison between OPC UA over TSN and fieldbuses. The chapter ends explaining OPC 

UA in Field Level Communication (FLC). 

Chapter 4 introduces the research methods and material of the thesis. The chapter also 

presents OPC UA nowadays role and its disadvantages in IIoT. Chapter 5 explains why 

OPC UA is not enough and why TSN is needed for FLC and specially for modular au-

tonomous system. The chapter ends with a section, which presents needed mecha-

nisms, tools and features for modular autonomous system to function via OPC UA over 

TSN. Chapter 6 consists of the conclusion and evaluation of the thesis and the results. 

The chapter ends with presenting future research topics. 
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter reviews the literature related to the history of the OPC UA, OPC UA funda-

mentals, OPC UA features and applications. The first section introduces OPC Classic 

and how it became OPC UA. The second section introduces the fundamentals of the 

OPC UA and explains how OPC UA works. The third section presents new part of the 

OPC UA core specification part Publish-Subscribe and introduces TSN. The chapter 

ends with a section introducing B&R version of OPC UA and which tools are used there 

to configure OPC UA. 

2.1 OPC Classic 

OPC is an abbreviation for OLE for Process Control. It was originally defined in the early 

‘90s between Microsoft and numerous automation providers. Over the next ten years, it 

became the most widely used way of communicating automation applications in all in-

dustries. OPC standardization is based on COM/DCOM (Distributed Component Object 

Model) technology. (Novotek 2019.) 

OPC uses a Client/Server-based communication that can function as polling (Client re-

quests data from server) or event-based (Server delivers data to the client). During this 

time, OPC has evolved into Data Access (DA), Alarms & Events (AE) and Historical Data 

Access (HDA). These are often referred to as OPC Classic. (Novotek 2019.) The struc-

ture of the OPC classic is illustrated in figure 1. 

OPC Data Access (OPC DA) is the most commonly used OPC protocol to communicate 

with control and automation systems. In addition to the actual data or so-called value, 

each record contains the name, timestamp and specific tag which contains information 

of its quality if the data is valid or not. (Unified Automation 2019a.) 

The second OPC Classic protocol is OPC Alarms & Events (OPC AE). OPC AE is the 

exchange of alarm and event type message information. The exchange also includes 

variable states and state management. It is different from DA because the events don’t 

have value at that current time. This means that client is subscription-based and gets all 

events that comes in. There are also no tags and therefore no names and no quality 

information, but timestamps are available. (Unified Automation 2019a.) 
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The third is OPC Historical Data Access (OPC HDA) which enables you to access past 

values and recover data. The protocol therefore supports timestamps of one tag or sev-

eral tags. The OPC HDA was originally designed to provide data from the SCADA or 

Historian systems. (Unified Automation 2019a.) 

Figure 1.  OPC Classic (Unified Automation 2019a). 

As technology evolved, so did OPC Classics. OPC Foundation released in 2008 OPC 

UA as successor to OPC Classic. OPC UA is an enhanced OPC Classic with vendor-

independent and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The following factors led to cre-

ation of OPC UA: 

 Microsoft emphasized SOA. 

 Vendors of OPC wanted a single set of services of OPC specifications. 

 Vendors of OPC wanted to stay competitive and use multiple platforms instead 
of one. 

 More reliable and efficient way was needed to transfer data. 

 Security. 

In addition, group of over 40 representatives that weren’t OPC members defined addi-

tional requirements for OPC UA. (OPC Foundation 2019a, Unified Automation 2019b.) 
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2.2 OPC UA 

OPC UA is an architecture released in 2008 that combines OPC Classic specifications 

into one scalable application framework. OPC UA offers functionality similar to OPC 

Classic technologies and also includes enhancements and new features. New commu-

nication methods replacing COM / DCOM technologies make OPC UA a platform and 

operating system-independent solution that can be used, for example, in addition to tra-

ditional computer systems in embedded systems. (OPC Foundation 2019b.)  

The biggest difference between OPC UA and Classic OPC is that OPC UA is not based 

on OLE or DCOM. This allows it to be used on non-Microsoft platforms. Another im-

portant feature of OPC UA is the ability to use structures and data models. This allows 

tags to be grouped with bunch of important readable information. (Novotek 2019.)  

OPC UA applications can transmit data either encoded in binary or extensible markup 

language (XML) format (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009). Figure 2 presents two methods of 

data transmission for different use cases, one is UA TCP and another is SOAP/HTTP. 

UA TCP is TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) protocol with extended OPC UA re-

quirements for simple and fast communication between applications. SOAP/HTTP (Sim-

ple Object Access Protocol over Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is used to communicate 

between OPC UA applications over the Internet. It’s well suited for use with firewalls 

because SOAP messages are transferred via HTTP protocol. Therefore, OPC UA appli-

cation communicates via network traffic ports 80 and 443. (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009) 

Figure 2. Data transmission protocols (Inmation Software 2019). 

During the development phase of the OPC UA a number of different requirements were 

set to fully replace OPC Classic. These requirements had to support platform-independ-

ent system interfaces with complex modelling capabilities in order to describe the sys-

tems and its applications across plant floor and up to ERP level. The requirements are 

described below in table 1 and can be grouped into two models, communication model 

and data model. Requirements for communication model describes interaction between 

systems and their ability to exchange information. Requirements for data model de-

scribes the system itself and ability to share its available information. (Unified Automation 

2019b.) 
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2.2.1 The foundation of OPC UA 

In order to reach defined requirements mentioned previously, the OPC Foundation de-

fined fundamental components of OPC UA presented in figure 3 below. The foundation 

of the OPC UA consists of two pillars transport and OPC UA Meta Model. The transport 

defines mechanisms for communication for different uses cases. One mechanism is bi-

nary TCP UA protocol, which is used for high performance communication. The TCP UA 

works also hand in hand with another mechanism called Web services, which is used 

with different software interfaces to support machine-to-machine communication over a 

network. Most web services are message protocols, where for example XML data is 

shared via HTTP requests. Thus, the transport supports adding new protocols, since it 

doesn’t depend on a specific protocol. (Unified Automation 2019c.) 

The OPC UA Meta Model defines basic rules to expose the information with OPC UA. In 

addition, the model defines also entry nodes to organise Address Space and rules to 

build base types, in example data types or reference types. The Meta Model can be 

extended by Information Model. (Unified Automation 2019c.) 

This is followed by OPC UA Services, which follows the request-response model. The 

OPC UA Services uses transport mechanism and they are the bridge to exchange data 

between client and server. (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009)  

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Most important requirement for OPC UA (adapted from Unified Automation 
2019b). 

Data model Communication model 

Abstract base model High performance 

Base for other standard data models Internet and firewalls 

Common model for all OPC data Interoperability 

Complex data and methods Platform-independence 

Extensible type system Robustness 

Meta information Redundancy and fault tolerance 

Object-oriented Scalability 

Scalability from simple to complex 

models 

Security and access control 
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Figure 3. The foundation of OPC UA (Unified Automation 2019c). 

However, foundation of OPC UA provides only the infrastructure for information model, 

but since the model is freely expandable, third parties such as other vendors or stand-

ardization groups can add their own models into existing information model. This is illus-

trated in figure 4 below. The information model supports Object-Oriented Programming 

principles such as type hierarchies and inheritance. (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009)  

Figure 4. OPC UA architecture (Unified Automation 2019c). 
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2.2.2 OPC UA Specifications 

OPC UA is divided into specifications that are also known as IEC (International Electro-

technical Commission) 62541 standards. There are currently 14 specifications shown in 

figure 5 and PubSub is the most recent specification. In addition to that, there is variety 

of standards such as ISA 95 and IEC 61850. (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009)  

The core specifications contain the fundamental part of OPC UA, where the key parts 

are part 3 Address Space Model and part 4 Services. These two parts are most important 

specifications for understanding OPC UA, but also for designing and developing OPC 

UA application. (OPC Foundation 2019c, p. 34.)  

Figure 5. OPC UA specifications (OPC Foundation 2019c, p. 34.) 

The access type specifications are old parts from OPC Classic that remained. The utility 

type specifications contain additional parts for finding OPC UA components and their 

access points in the network. (OPC Foundation 2019c, p. 34.) 

2.2.3 OPC UA Software layers 

The OPC UA application consists of three program layers illustrated in figure 6. The first 

layer is the OPC UA stack, which defines three Stack layers, which are responsible for 

lower-level functions such as encoding, encrypting and transmitting messages. OPC UA 
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Stack uses Web Service standards to implement Stack layers mentioned before. (Unified 

Automation 2019d.) 

The next level is the Stack-based OPC UA Software Development Kit (SDK) for OPC UA 

client or server, which provides higher-level functionality for OPC UA services and func-

tions such as connection management and message processing. OPC UA SDK contrib-

utes to faster development and provides better interoperability for an OPC UA applica-

tion. (Unified Automation 2019d.) 

On top of the Stack and SDK is the actual application-specific OPC UA client or OPC UA 

server application that wants to transmit or access the data using OPC UA (Damm, Leit-

ner et al. 2009) 

Figure 6. OPC UA software layers (Unified Automation 2019d). 

The same stack can be used in both server and client applications, but some of the 

functions are for client or server applications only. Because of this, the stack has its own 

interface for client and server. The stack itself can be divided into its own layers, which 

are responsible for encoding and decoding the messages. The layers are also responsi-

ble for message security, and for sending and receiving the messages. These layers are 

executed to operate in platform-neutral manner. Thus, the same stack can be used on 

different platform simply by changing platform layer, the code of the other parts can be 

reused. (Damm, Leitner et al. 2009) 
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2.3 OPC UA extended communication methods 

This section describes new additional architectures for OPC UA. First subsection de-

scribes PubSub model with OPC UA and second subsection introduces TSN. TSN is 

introduced through examples in order to explain it methods and an idea behind it. 

The new OPC UA Part 14 expands OPC UA with new feature. This feature extends the 

initial OPC UA Client-Server architecture to the well-known Publisher-Subscriber (Pub-

Sub) model where an arbitrary amount of OPC UA Clients (Subscribers) allows the OPC 

UA Server (Publisher) to publish its information for use. This will improve OPC UA's us-

ability in areas such as M2M (Machine to Machine) and IoT applications. (OPC Founda-

tion 2018b, p.28.) 

As far as PubSub fulfil requirements of determinism, it needs network where the mes-

sage transfer speed is constant and duration of the transition through all the network 

nodes is identical for all nodes. Such features are only possible via TSN. (OPC Founda-

tion 2018b, p.29.) 

2.3.1 OPC UA PubSub 

There are two scenarios illustrated in figure 7 where PubSub is commonly used. The first 

scenario, lower part of the figure is for messaging over local networks (LAN) and the 

second scenario, upper part of the figure is for messaging over global networks (WAN 

and/or Cloud). In first scenario, data can be broadcasted without broker, because data 

is being multicast over UDP by OPC UA publisher, which allows any amount of author-

ized OPC UA subscribers. Multicast group subscriber registers an IP address in a spe-

cific range, which allows packets to be sent to all members of the group through that 

address. This protocol is commonly called UADP. (OPC Foundation 2018b, p.28.)  

In second scenario, MQTT and AMQP protocols illustrated in figure 8 are used to define 

a relay broker, which helps with connectivity if OPC UA applications are located on dif-

ferent networks. The broker can be used where data is being published into Cloud or to 

facilitate data transmission across different network topologies. (OPC Foundation 2018b, 

p.28.) 

These methodologies remove dependencies related to the traditional server-client com-

munication. For example, a publisher is never aware of subscriber, which makes both 

system independent, where in request-response a client must be connected to the 

server, otherwise the data wouldn’t be delivered. The PubSub can also scale data trans-

mission volumes beyond traditional data center. This scalability level is mainly due to 

PubSub model itself, which has for example data caching, parallel operations, tree-based 
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routing, asynchronous workflows and many other features. (OPC Foundation 2018b, p. 

28.) 

Figure 7. PubSub protocol (OPC Foundation 2016). 

Despite that, scalability has its own limitations. Increasing number of nodes brings slow-

downs to the network. On top of that PubSub is not Time-Aware, which means that pub-

lisher can deliver the message only for a certain time period, regardless of message 

being delivered or not. This leads to, that publisher assumes subscriber is always listen-

ing. (Gibb 2019.) 

Figure 8. Used protocols in OPC UA PubSub (OPC Foundation 2019d). 
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OPC UA communication framework consists of two communication path, server-client 

communication and PubSub. Server-client communication is a traditional on demand 

acyclic way of communication to read/write, browse, invoke or notify on change. This 

way is commonly used for configuration to read the metadata, to read security infor-

mation, to write data or transfer data, to notify on events and read historical information. 

In addition to that, there is a PubSub communication to publish data with or without a 

broker to the cloud or to the different device, for example to control-to-controller commu-

nication. This way is more deterministic way to communicate, especially when TSN will 

bring tools to make this even more possible. (OPC Foundation 2019d.) 

Figure 9. Communication framework of the OPC UA (OPC Foundation 2019d). 

2.3.2 Time Sensitive Networking 

Communication standard OPC UA has established itself at the upper levels of commu-

nication. Now, this standard has been developed directly for field communication, which 

also enables continuous data transmission from different manufacturers. OPC UA, to-

gether with Time Sensitive Networking (TSN), enables real-time and consistent commu-

nication between the field and the control devices. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018, p. 1.) 

Nowadays companies that develop OPC UA TSN systems have a bunch of TSN stand-

ards to choose from to fit their implementation. The implementation usually is trying to 

achieve the behaviour of the legacy technology. To adopt to this kind implementation, 

the solution must support all used industrial traffic types at the same time. (Ademaj, Blair 

et al. 2018, p. 1.) 
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TSN is not one standard, it relates to a family of standards being developed by the IEEE 

802.1 Time-Sensitive Networking workgroup. This workgroup is based on the IEEE Au-

dio Video Bridging (AVB) workgroup, which previously developed AVB standards. The 

purpose of AVB was originally to enable real-time audio and video streaming over Ether-

net. This lead to extend previous standards to meet industrial needs. The following list 

presents some of these standards: 

Standard Title 

IEEE 802.1Qav Traffic shaping (FQTSS) 

IEEE 802.1AS-Rev Time Synchronization 

IEEE 802.1Qbu Frame Preemption 

IEEE 802.1Qbv  Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic (FQTSS) 

IEEE 802.1Qca Path Control and Reservation (SRP) 

IEEE 802.1Qcc Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) 

IEEE 802.1Qci Per-Stream Filtering and Policing 

IEEE 802.1Qcr Asynchronous Traffic Shaping 

IEEE 802.1CB Frame Replication & Elimination for Realibility 

And many more…  

For example, figure 10 is showing traditional version of network with Ethernet switch 

which is connected two cameras and one device. The cameras are sending data in 

bursts and device in cycles. The problem situation, in current network without TSN is, 

that frame data may burst at the same time, which leads into oversubscription in the  

Figure 10. Device communication in traditional network (Vector 2019a). 

 

Table 2. IEEE standards for TSN (adapted from Vector 2019a). 
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switch. The data can be buffered, but eventually switch needs to drop the data off, be-

cause buffer memory is limited. This leads to data overlapping, which is shown in figure 

11. Some applications might have real time data streams and the data stream is critical 

and can’t be dropped, which may lead to the data loss or data loss is triggered by limita-

tion of the uplink bandwidth between switch and actuators. (Vector 2019a, Vector 

2019b.) 

Figure 11. Data overlapping in traditional network (Vector 2019a). 

In order to avoid these kind issues and make network deterministic, the TSN has tools 

for that. One of the tools in this case is a time synchronization standard presented in 

table 2. The standard IEEE 802.1AS enables the master clock and common time base 

across the network. Because of this, the actuators can synchronize their clocks via 

switch’s master clock to start data burst, which is followed by non-overlapping data burst. 

This is illustrated in figure 12. Thus, the buffer of the switch is not necessarily needed as 

packets are not overlapping. (Vector 2019a, Vector 2019b.) 

Figure 12. Non-overlapping data burst via TSN switch (Vector 2019a). 

In addition to previous example, there could be scenario where non-time aware low pri-

ority traffic, for example TCP/IP, is mixed up with steam A or B. Ethernet switch might 

sort out stream A and B, but low priority traffic can get mixed in, causing latency problems 

and possible data loss. This is illustrated in figure 13. (Vector 2019a, Vector 2019b.) 

Queueing and shaping is an option for network traffic to be sliced into pieces. This re-

sembles QoS (Quality of Service) in nowadays routers. Thus, Ethernet switch must have 

time awareness and implement queueing and shaping via master clock or slave clock, 

in order to prioritize the traffic. As a result, in figure 14 switch can output data packets on 

the line at the right time and therefore it makes network more deterministic with a very 
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low constant latency and little variation. As a stream A and B is placed in an allocated 

time slots, the non-time aware traffic fills the gaps. (Vector 2019a, Vector 2019b.) 

Figure 13. Non-time-aware network traffic (i.e. TCP/IP) (Vector 2019a). 

Figure 14. Time-aware network traffic (Vector 2019a). 

The goal of TSN is to guarantee real-time, reliable and deterministic or even predictive, 

data transmission over time-critical network communications, which may have different 

priority requirements. At the same time, TSN technology enables data transmission to 

traditional non-time-critical data traffic on the same network. (Vector 2019a, Vector 

2019b.) 

Many TSN features are based on AVB features. However, AVB features are not fully 

capable of meeting real-time requirements. Therefore, the standards developed by the 

TSN Working Group provide improvements to the AVB features through the TSN IEEE 

standards. Some of these standards are highlighted below: 

 IEEE 802.1AS-Rev Time Synchronization, which is used for clock system, for 

example transparent clocks and/or boundary clocks. 

 IEEE 802.1Q VLAN priority queuing, which provides priority tags for 8 queues 

and improves reliability but creates variation in latency and buffering.  

 IEEE 802.1Qbv Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic, which is time aware sched-

uler that improves IEEE 802.1Q by adding time slots into traffic shaping. The 

protocol can also decrease latency and jitter with proper configuration. 
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 IEEE 802.1Qav Traffic shaping, which is based on credit shaping. The protocol 

removes bursts and avoids frame loss in order to keep a constant bit rate in the 

network. (Vector 2019a, Vector 2019b.) 

 

2.4 OPC UA Discovery and security 

OPC UA is designed for use in a variety of environments and at various levels of infor-

mation systems where security requirements may vary from application to application. 

Therefore, architecture must be universal and flexible. This section introduces OPC UA 

security model with help of Global Discovery Server (GDS) at a general level. 

2.4.1 Security of OPC UA 

OPC UA security architecture is a multi-layered structure based on the user authentica-

tion, permissions, certificates, application verification and security communication chan-

nels. Figure 15 illustrates the security architecture, which is divided into two layers, ap-

plication which usually has user layer integrated and transport layers. Each layer has its 

own mechanism in security implementation. Transport layer is responsible for protecting 

messages and applications to ensure integrity of the information. The protection is within 

reach down to the node level, where information space has an access rights for read, 

write being visible or being executable. Application and user layer are responsible for 

authentication and authorization, which includes the exchange of digitally signed X.509 

certificates. Certificates are exchanged during the establishment of a secure channel to 

authenticate an application. A digital certificate is a structure that connects an identity to 

a separate entity such as a client, a service or an instance of an application. The certifi-

cate has an asymmetric key-pair associated with it, which also includes information about 

public key and identity of the owner. In addition, the certificate owner has a private key. 

The private key is used to sign and decrypt messages, where public key is used to en-

crypt and validate the message. A certification is valid only for a specified time period. 

The OPC UA certificate format is defined by the standard X.509. (OPC Foundation 

2019e, pp. 6-7.) 

Certificates are stored in Certificate Store which location varies based on implementation 

of the application or system. Certificate store contains trusted and own certificates in 

separate locations, as well as rejected location that may contain certificates of applica-

tions that are not trusted yet. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 
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Figure 15. OPC UA security architecture (OPC Foundation 2019e). 

A certificate created by user or application are called self-signed certificates. These types 

of certificates are usually generated during installation of the application to establish a 

trusted link between client and server of the OPC UA. The communication between client 

and server works via trust list, which is located on both client and server. The client 

certificate is installed to server’s trust list and vice versa, in order to establish the com-

munication. The exchange of certificates is illustrated in figure 16. However, the commu-

nication breaks if the certificate is removed from trust list. (OPC Foundation 2019e, p. 7.) 

Figure 16. The exchange of certificates (Unified Automation 2019e). 

Self-signed certificates can be dangerous, since the information provided by them are 

approved by third party trust list. Thus, self-signed certificate can be an inexpensive so-

lution because it doesn’t go through additional trust levels or paths for being trusted. 

(OPC Foundation 2019e, p.7.) 

A certificate signed by certificate authority (CA) enables centralized management of trust 

for a group of OPC UA applications or devices, which must be trusted by the owner of 
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certificates and by the users that should accept the certificate. CA certificates are also 

installed into trust list so communication between applications can be established. The 

list is commonly known as a Certificate Revocation List which is maintained by CA or 

organized CAs. (Unified Automation 2019e.) Thus, CA can revoke the trust of a certifi-

cate or another CA through CRL. The CRL is frequently updated in order to maintain 

high security and certificates up-to-date. It is also crucial that CA meet high security re-

quirements, since the private key matching the public key lies within the certificate and it 

must be kept in a safe place. The exchange procedure is illustrated in figure 17. The 

storage of the private key can be file system storage i.e. hard disk drive, local certificate 

store i.e. Windows Certificate Store, hardware-based storage i.e. dedicated hardware 

module and cloud-based storage i.e. ABB ability cloud. Each one of them has its own 

pros and cons depending on application and security requirements. CA certificates in 

other hand can distributed through manual distribution mechanism i.e. USB-storage or 

email communication, custom distribution mechanism i.e. public repository via authenti-

cation system to download and install the certificate and automatic certificate mechanism 

i.e. Global Discovery Server (GDS).  

Figure 17. Establishment of secure connection (Beckhoff 2019). 

2.4.2 OPC UA with GDS 

There are three ways for a client to establish connection to the server using discovery. 

The three discovery options are Local Discovery, Multicast Subnet Discovery and Global 

Discovery. The Local Discovery Server (LDS) is usually used to resolve server endpoints 

located under same subnet network. If a client doesn’t have detailed information, a host-

name URL can be used behind the standard OPC UA port 4840 i.e. opc.tcp://lo-

calhost:4840 or opc.tcp://targethost:4840. With this URL, discovery server is being called 
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in order to connect to the discovery server and to call needed functions i.e. FindServers. 

(Unified Automation 2019e.) 

If system has multiple OPC UA servers LDS maintains those servers, it creates a list of 

available servers which may be accessed by the clients. In order to servers to be avail-

able they must register at the LDS using RegisterServer function. LDS has its own trust- 

list, therefore certificates of the servers must be installed into that list to enable secure 

configuration of the registration. There might be a system with only one OPC UA Server. 

In this situation separate LDS is not needed and the server itself behaves like LDS and 

responds to FindServers returning itself. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 

In case where the OPC UA servers are unknown to the client in the same subnet, the 

OPC UA standard specifies Local Discovery Server with Multicast Extension (LDS-ME). 

LDS-ME defines the use of mDNS, which is a mechanism to resolve hostnames without 

a central DNS server. The server registration to LDS-ME and discovery procedure shown 

in figure 18 is the same as in the LDS. (Brozmann, Henneke et al. 2018). 

Figure 18. Server registration using LDS-ME (Brozmann, Henneke et al. 
2018).  

Another type of the discovery system that can be used to discover clients from another 

subnets is GDS. Figure 19 below shows basic concept of how GDS located in different 

subnet can be found using LDS-ME. Thus, clients can reach the GDS by using Find-

ServersOnNetwork on the local LDS-ME. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 
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Figure 19.  OPC UA server registration using GDS . (Unified Automation 
2019e). 

GDS allows OPC UA server registration and also allows clients to search for servers to 

connect to. Furthermore, GDS provides certificate management services for centralized 

distribution of certificates for OPC UA server and clients. (Dorofeev, Knoll et al. 2017.) 

Figure 20. Factory layout using OPC UA GDS (OPC Foundation 2019e).  

In figure 20 is shown certificate management via OPC UA GDS at MES level, like factory. 

The main use of GDS is to maintain CA and distribute CA related CRL, but it also can 

manage self-signed certificates. (OPC Foundation 2019e.) 
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The initial step is to register OPC UA client or server application to start initialization of 

the application instance certificate. Also, OPC UA servers are registered for querying 

purposes at the same time. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 

The second step is to create CA signed certificate. The signing process is using client’s 

and server’s private key to only sign the request. Therefore, CA uses the request to sign 

and create the public key. These two steps can be illustrated in figure 21 below. (Unified 

Automation 2019e.) 

Figure 21. Certificate management via GDS (Unified Automation 2019e). 

The last step is a renewal of Application Instance Certificates via CRL. There is two way 

to renew the certificate, through push certificate management model or pull certificate 

management model. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 

For OPC UA application with client and server functionality, application checks for new 

certificates from GDS server by using GetTrustList command to request the latest CRL. 

This update model is called pull management model and it’s illustrated in figure 22 below.  

Figure 22. Push certificate management (Unified Automation 2019e). 

For OPC UA application without client functionality GDS clients handles the communi-

cation between OPC UA application and GDS server. In order GDS client to fulfil the 

signing request it needs address space from OPC UA application called server configu-

ration node. This node allows the management through GDS client to manage and renew 

the certificate from GDS server, like in pull update model. Therefore, this update model 

is called push management model and it’s illustrated in picture below. (Unified Automa-

tion 2019e.) 
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Figure 23. Pull certificate management (Unified Automation 2019e). 

In both models the communication between OPC UA application and GDS server re-

quires administrative rights and encrypted communication in order to manage certifi-

cates. (Unified Automation 2019e.) 

2.5 OPC UA in B&R 

B&R is one of the initial supporting automation industries in OPC foundation and active 

member of OPC Foundation working groups. B&R has many products with OPC UA 

which has passed OPC Foundation’s certification requirements. (OPC Foundation 

2018a.) 

This section introduces mainly technical aspects of OPC UA in B&R and wide selection 

of configurating possibilities using B&R Automation Studio. 

2.5.1 Uses cases 

In figure 24 OPC UA is illustrated as part of B&R systems and where it’s used. One main 

use of OPC UA is in HMI applications with the B&R mappView visualization technology. 

OPC UA can be used for data exchange between B&R control systems, B&R control 

systems and other vendor control systems or when connecting to fieldbus devices, for 

example B&R bus controllers. There are numerous application options for OPC UA. 

(B&R 2019b.) 

A typical application of OPC UA is exchanging process variables between HMI applica-

tions and PLC systems. This is illustrated in figure 25. For example, HMI applications as 

OPC UA clients connect with PLC systems as OPC UA servers and read or write OPC 

UA node attributes in the OPC UA address space. Hence, OPC UA nodes receive pro-

cess variable data from the PLC via the OPC UA server. (B&R 2019b.) 
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Figure 24. Application options using OPC UA in B&R (B&R 2019b).  

Communication between PLC systems using OPC UA is made easy enough in B&R 

products. For that, the function blocks specified by PLCopen are used in order to make 

coding faster. In the Automation Studio Client library AsOpcUac there are over 20 avail-

able function blocks. The function blocks allow OPC UA connections to be established, 

data to be transferred and methods to be called. Server Library AsOpcUas makes it 

possible to call functions of an OPC UA server on B&R PLC systems. These functions 

can be used with OPC UA clients on systems running on many different platforms. (B&R 

2019b.) 

Figure 25. Communication between application variables and mappView 
server (B&R 2019b). 
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Using PLCopen functions blocks, PLC programs that are coordinated via OPC UA on 

different controller can be modularized to considerably reduce its complexity. This is il-

lustrated in figure 27 For example, a controller can call an OPC UA method on another 

controller in order to better distribute tasks. The controller functions as an OPC UA client 

and server at the same time. The call method is shown in figure 26. It becomes easier to 

relocate a program from one PLC to another. As a result, OPC UA is used not only to 

transfer data but to coordinate tasks on the controllers. (B&R 2019b) 

Figure 26. Method calling and executing in OPC UA (B&R 2019b). 

Figure 27. Modular application call methods (B&R 2019b).  

Audit mechanisms are also included on the B&R OPC UA server to inform an audit client 

about what changes have been made by which user to which OPC UA node. Audit mech-

anism is very important feature in any system where security is essential. Audit mecha-

nism is illustrated in figure 28, where OPC UA audit client is informed by the OPC UA 

server for every audit event that OPC UA client 1 changed the variable VarX from value 
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A to value B at time C. The changed value is then logged via audit event into OPC UA 

Audit Client log, where changes can be viewed by administrator. In the B&R Automation 

Studio configuration, it’s possible to set which node audit events should be triggered. 

(B&R 2019b.) 

Figure 28. Audit mechanism using OPC UA (B&R 2019b). 

 

2.5.2 Hardware 

In B&R there are mainly three types of OPC UA related hardware that has OPC UA 

functionalities. First type is X20BC008U bus controller shown in figure 29 that provides  

Figure 29. OPC UA bus controller (B&R 2019b). 
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OPC UA server functions. Additional IO-modules can be attached to the bus controller. 

This allows OPC UA client to read or write data from IO-modules connected to the bus 

controller. The minimum cycle time of bus controller is 10ms. (B&R 2019b.) 

Figure 30. Power Panel T50 (B&R 2019b). 

Second type are HMI panels shown in figure 30, that has also OPC UA server function-

alities. These functionalities are related to the panel itself, meaning that an OPC UA 

client can connect to the panel and call a method to change needed settings remotely, 

for example triggering backup command to backup panel settings. The access to the 

panel can be secured via identity token. This is illustrated in figure 31. (B&R 2019b.) 

Figure 31. OPC UA server configuration view of the HMI Panel (B&R 2019b). 

Others types of hardware are X20 and X90 control systems. The difference between X20 

and X90 is that X90 is made for critical conditions, like vehicles and outdoor applications. 

X20 control system is illustrated in figure 32 and additional IO-modules can also be at-

tached as in bus controller. The difference between bus controller and control systems 
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is their role model. Bus controller provides only OPC UA server (master) role where con-

trol systems provide OPC UA server and also client (slave) roles. Both server and client 

roles run on the same control system. Control systems have also minimum cycle time of 

10ms. (B&R 2019b.) 

Figure 32. X20CP3584 control system (B&R 2019b). 

2.5.3 Information model in B&R systems 

In the B&R OPC UA server, the PLC system is mapped in the OPC UA address space 

based on the OPC UA specifications mentioned in subsection 2.2.2. The most important 

ones are part 3 address space model and part 5 information model. The address space 

is defined using nodes and their attributes, which are connected using references. The 

practical example of information model is illustrated in figure 33 and followed by address 

space example shown in table 3. In figure 33 the watched DigitalOutput01 is located in 

ST004 sub device called X20DOD332, which is just a Digital Output module connected 

to the bus controller. 

Node  

(Browse name) 

Node Id  

(ns=Namespace;i=NumericIndentifier;s=StringIn-

dentifier) 

Root i=84 

  Objects i=85 

    DeviceSet ns=2;i=5001 

      PLC ns=4;i=21001 

        Resources ns=3;i=21002 

          CPU ns=4;i=21004 

            Programs ns=7;i=21005 

               SampleTask ns=7;s=”::SampleTask” 

Table 3. B&R system OPC UA address space (adapted from B&R 2019b). 
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                 Variable ns=7;s=”::SampleTasl:Variable” 

B&R OPC UA systems supports not only default view of information model specified by 

OPC Foundation, but also PLCopen IEC 61133-1 information model. Both views provide 

same purpose, for example figure 33 illustrates hierarchy of PLCopen model for a de-

viceset. 

Figure 33. Information model of X20BC008U using UaExpert OPC UA client 
(Korolev 2019). 

2.5.4 Configuration in B&R Automation Studio 

Every hardware OPC UA functionalities can configured using B&R Automation Studio. 

For example, X20 control system Automation Runtime OPC UA system can be enabled 

and configured using the CPU configuration. Currently, B&R OPC UA has implemented 

some OPC UA profiles that are mentioned in appendix A. This means, that OPC UA 

server configuration shown in figure 34 is limited to currently implemented OPC UA pro-

files. However, Automation Studio provides large scale of settings to configure, like net-

work settings, facets, security, limits of the OPC UA system, encoding and even infor-

mation model process variable version, which is sometimes required for transferring 

structures. AsOpcUas library can also be used to configure an OPC UA server. (B&R 

2019b.) 
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Figure 34. OPC UA server settings of X20 control system (Korolev 2019) 

In order for the OPC UA client to access an Automation Runtime target system, the OPC 

server must be enabled on that target system. The OPC UA client can be configured 

either using OPC UA any device graphical configuration or using AsOopcUac library in 

Automation Studio. In order to use the AsOpcUac OPC UA client library or OPC UA any 

device, the OPC UA server also needs to be enabled. (B&R 2019b.) 

However, OPC UA any device configuration is not as comprehensive as the AsOpcUac 

library. OPC UA any is also restricted to data types, like BOOL, USINT; SINT; UINT; INT; 

UDINT; DINT and REAL. For example, STRING is not supported. On the other hand, 

AsOpcUac library supports all data types, functionalities and methods provided by OPC 

UA profile specifications at that moment. This is illustrated in figure 35. (B&R 2019b.) 

The biggest advantage of OPC UA any lies in its interface. OPC UA any device makes 

it possible to connect any OPC UA system from another vendor to the B&R system prod-

ucts. To achieve that, OPC UA any device can be configured using other vendor endpoint 

IP address illustrated in figure 36. The IO-modules of other vendor OPC UA system can 

be mapped using address space presented in table 3. (B&R 2019b.) 
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Figure 35. OPC UA program using AsOpcUas and AsOpcUac libraries. Figure 
also illustrates different functionalities of AsOpcUac library (Korolev 2019). 

Figure 36. OPC UA any device configuration in Automation Studio and hard-
ware representation in system designer (Korolev 2019). 
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3. OPC UA OVER TSN IN FIELD LEVEL COMMU-

NICATION 

One of the purposes of this thesis was to compare OPC UA over TSN with fieldbuses. 

This chapter first presents theoretical comparison between OPC UA over TSN and in-

dustrial ethernet fieldbuses. The comparison is based on mathematical equations and 

was researched by B&R work group specialized in OPC UA and TSN technologies.  

The chapter ends with introduction of OPC UA and TSN in field level communication. 

The section presents approach of OPC Foundation to bring OPC UA down to the field 

level. 

3.1 Comparing fieldbuses 

According to B&R white paper about OPC UA over TSN, the most significant Industrial 

Ethernet fieldbuses are Ethernet/IP, PROFINET, EtherCAT and POWERLINK. This can 

be also seen in figure 37 below by HMS Networks analysis of the industrial market shares 

in 2019. It clearly shows that Ethernet-based fieldbuses demand has grown by 20% and 

machine-to-machine (M2M) fieldbus growth is -5% compared to year 2018. (HMS 2019, 

Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

Figure 37. Industrial Ethernet growth in early 2019 (HMS 2019). 
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Thus, there is a need for high performance and the need for integration between M2M 

and IoT applications which leads more and more to transition to Industrial Ethernet. 

These technologies share common requirements in the industrial applications, but still 

differs substantially in their implementations. Therefore, comparing Industrial Ethernet 

fieldbuses is challenging and depends heavily on the application they are used in. 

(Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

Figure 38. Fieldbus comparison at 100Mbit bandwidth (Ademaj, Blair et al. 
2018). 

Figure 39. Fieldbus comparison at 1Gbit bandwidth (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018) 
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The figures 38 and 39 above present comparison of minimum cycle times. The following 

parameters have been used: 

 Line topology, output data = 40% of input data, cross traffic for 20% of devices. 

 Forwarding latency @100Mbit: TSN: 3µs, switch: 10 µs, PLK: 0.76 µs, EC: 1.35 
µs, SER: 0.63 µs. 

 Forwarding latency @1Gbit: TSN: 780 ns, Switch: 2 µs, PLK: 0.76 µs, EC: 0.85 
µs, SER: 0.63 µs. 

 25% of devices are modular IOs comprised of 20 slices (only affects EtherCAT). 

The implementations in figures 38 and 39 in the magenta and aqua planes use OPC UA 

PubSub over raw Ethernet with frame aggregation. However, potentially using PubSub 

over UDP/IP shows an indistinguishable plane, while potentially using single frames in-

creases the cycle times for payloads over 50 bytes. *)-sign means Profinet IRT cycle 

times are always multiples of 31.25 µs and †)-sign means the ridges in the cycle time 

plane represent the use of a new Ethernet frame. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

The white paper assumes simplest case where IO data is equal and topology is a line 

topology. For different technologies the minimum cycle time equation may differ. Hence, 

the following equations (1) and (2) is used to calculate OPC UA over TSN minimum cycle 

time introduced in the figures above:  

𝜏 =  
8(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑛 ×(𝑥 + 𝑠𝑢𝑏ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟)))

𝐶
 (1) 

𝛤 =  𝛿 +  𝑙 +  𝜏 (2) 

Term Notation  Unit 

Minimum cycle time Γ s 

Transmission delay τ s 

Network device latency l s 

Propagation delay δ s 

Link capacity C bit/s 

Payload x bytes 

Number of network de-

vices 

n - 

However, in real application there are many additional parameters to take into account, 

like amount of input and output data, device count with direct cross traffic, amount of 

cyclic task on a different cyclic time, topology and amount of I/O with backplane bus. 

(Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

 

Table 4. Notations for equation above (adapted from Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018). 
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Figure 40. EtherCAT space-time diagram (Divoux, Georges et al. 2012). 

Based on white paper, increasing bandwidth to 1 Gbit reduces the transmission delay, 

shown in figure 40 as tau, of cycle time by factor 10 compared to 100 Mbit bandwidth. 

However, technologies with dependency on infrastructure network layout like EtherCAT 

and POWERLINK improves by a factor of 4 - 6 when using 1 Gbit, where switched Ether-

net based like EtherNet/IP and Profinet improves by a factor of 7 - 10 for large payloads 

when using 1 Gbit. Smaller payload can provide smaller transmission delay than infra-

structure latency. This can be seen for example by comparing end result of minimum 

cycle time using 1 Gbit in EtherNET/IP and EtherCAT protocols, where EtherNET/IP cy-

cle time is faster. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

According to white paper forwarding latency in 1 Gbit cut-through switches is in the range 

of 2 µs, which can be compared to 250 byte or 2000 bits frame size. Smaller frame sizes 

don’t affect the latency. Thus, for applications with demanding performance low forward-

ing latency can be crucial feature in implementation. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

Achieved results mentioned before were running on prototype test environment. The 

system consisted of two stations, industrial PC running Linux with single network port 

and embedded Panel PC running Linux two acting like head station featuring modular 

I/O block with two network ports. Between two stations they were 200 nodes featuring 

digital I/O modules shown in figure 41. It also had five Full HD cameras and industrial 

TSN switches. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 
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Figure 41. OPC UA over TSN test bench (Computer & Automation 2019). 

Figure 42 also represents the topology of the prototype test environment, which con-

sisted of 50 devices connected in four lines to the switch. 

Figure 42. Topology of the B&R OPC UA over TSN test bench (Ademaj, Blair 
et al. 2018). 
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3.2 Field level communication 

The OPC Foundation one of the latest visions was to deliver OPC UA to the field level 

communication (FLC) shown in figure 43 below to provide vendor independent end-to-

end solution. The solution aims for open and standardized approach to make Industrial 

Internet of Things more discrete and robust. The solution provides use-cases for infor-

mation exchange in horizontal integration in example M2M communication and control-

ler-to-controller communication, but also in vertical integration in example from sensors 

to controller or from controller up to cloud and vice versa. (OPC Foundation 2019c, OPC 

Foundation 2019f.) 

Figure 43. OPC UA interoperability from sensor to cloud (OPC Foundation 
2019f). 

The solution approach is illustrated in figure 44 below. The approach introduces so called 

Device Integration (DI) model marked in figure as blue rectangle, which consists of yellow 

rectangles, base device facets, defining interfaces of base model. Each interface is ap-

plication specific and represent for example IO, Motion or Safety of device profiles. (OPC 

Foundation 2019c, OPC Foundation 2019f.) 

The communication is defined by communication facet interface, which is based on OPC 

UA PubSub with extensions like UDP, TSN and it provides support to redundancy con-

cepts and 5G cellular communication. The TSN part is defined by TSN-IA-Profile which 

will be standardized by the IEC/IEEE 60802 standard. (OPC Foundation 2019c, OPC 

Foundation 2019f.) 
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Figure 44. FLC system architecture (OPC Foundation 2019c). 
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4. RESEARCH METHODS, PROPOSAL AND IM-

PLEMENTATION 

This chapter presents the additional research material to the chapters 2 and 3. The sec-

tions are presented only from B&R perspective, since the software and hardware used 

in this thesis is made by B&R. This chapter first presents OPC UA technology as it’s 

today and its strength over traditional fieldbuses. In the second section theoretical use 

cases are introduced as a modular autonomous system and empirical part of research 

is explained.  

The chapter ends with additional research material as it explains that OPC UA alone is 

not enough for modular autonomous system. Next, based on chapters 2 and 3 some 

additional practical examples and explanations are presented in order to move on to the 

research results. 

4.1 OPC UA nowadays 

The fieldbuses nowadays communicate using raw data, just zeros and ones. In order to 

interpret that data OPC UA information model provides semantic information which gives 

the data context and meaning, so any human or device can understand the data cor-

rectly. This is illustrated in figure 45. (B&R 2019a.) 

Figure 45. OPC UA semantic information model (B&R 2019a). 

For modular autonomous systems that is one of crucial features, since it provides better 

interface for machines or entire system units to query information of other machines or 

system units to find out their services, interfaces and capabilities. The OPC UA semantic 

information model enables more efficient and autonomous interaction between systems. 

(B&R 2019a.) 
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Until now, OPC UA has been used as vendor-independent communication protocol from 

Control level up to ERP-level or cloud. It is based on client-server model and uses plat-

form-independent and built-in safety for seamless communication. Since arrival of Indus-

try 4.0 the demand for field level communication through vendor-independency has 

grown and OPC UA offered the bridge between IP-based world and the production floor, 

especially for modular autonomous systems. However, OPC UA as communication pro-

tocol has its own limitations regarding complex processes with real-time requirements. 

(B&R 2019a.) 

4.2 Research methods and use case 

The empirical research was used in this thesis as a research method. The empirical part 

consists of own testing experience with OPC UA via B&R software and hardware, B&R 

Automation Studio Help Explorer v.4.6.3, B&R OPC UA over TSN white paper and other 

researches, videos and articles mentioned in this thesis.  

The use cases illustrated in figures 46 and 47 below were assigned by B&R as theoretical 

support to the thesis, since there wasn’t any OPC UA over TSN related hardware avail-

able yet to actually test and prove use cases practically. 

Figure 46. Use case 1. Possible modular autonomous system that theoreti-
cally could use OPC UA over TSN (B&R Automation 2019). 
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Figure 47. Use case 2. Possible modular autonomous system that theoreti-
cally could use OPC UA over TSN (B&R Automation 2019).  

In figure 46 a system consists of several system units located in container. Upper left 

container can be assumed as ERP system and upper right can be assumed as a master 

unit. Lower units are a slave units and communication between system units is via OPC 

UA. In figure 47 a system consists also of several system units, but there the master is 

a B&R Panel PC, which has both PLC and Linux environments. The communication be-

tween units is also via OPC UA. The difference between two figures is network design, 

but topology remains the same.  

In figures 48 and 49 is illustrated an information flow between the modules of the auton-

omous driving vehicle. In order to understand use cases better this information flow can 

be used as a framework to describe behaviour of a single system unit in modular auton-

omous system. The modular autonomous system can be described as a closed-loop 

cognitive system, which follows the concept of observing its environment, computing a 

decision based on perception and performing an action based on the environment. 

(Kuhnt, Stiller et al. 2016.) 

Figure 48. A cognitive system (Kuhnt, Stiller et al. 2016). 
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Figure 49. Information flow of autonomous driving vehicle (Kuhnt, Stiller et al. 
2016). 

4.3 Research material 

Today’s OPC UA regardless of vendor is missing some key features for system to be 

discrete and robust. OPC UA lacks interoperability in multi-vendor communication, es-

pecially on plant floor, in other words different fieldbus approaches must be implemented 

and some system components must be hard-coded. This adds development costs and 

flexibility of the system. (B&R 2019a.) The lacking features for modular autonomous sys-

tem can be divided into three groups, software features, network features and hardware 

features.  

Software 

In B&R Automation Studio B&R has implemented many OPC UA profiles, which are pre-

sented in appendix A, but some key features for modular autonomous system configu-

ration like PubSub mentioned in section 2.3, Discovery profiles and GDS certificate man-

agement mentioned in section 2.4 are still missing. Also, B&R AR doesn’t include LDS-

ME and GDS discovery mechanisms. Therefore, B&R AR and hardware supports only 

client-server communication facet and LDS, which only supports discovering by IP-ad-

dress and not by DNS and DHCP-client. (B&R 2019b.) 

Based on my own testing, Global Discovery was tested using UA .NETStandard sample 

application from OPC Foundation GitHub. The sample application consisted of GDS and 

Global Discovery Client (GDC) running on Windows system. The pull registration was 

used via GDC to manually register B&R Embedded OPC UA Server to the Global Dis-

covery Server. B&R Embedded OPC UA Server was hosted on B&R PLC in same local 

network. The discovery was tested using Unified Automation UaExpert OPC UA Client 

tool. GDS opc.tcp address was used to search for B&R Embedded OPC UA Server. The 

Figure 50 below shows that the server is found. However, if this will be implemented in 
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use case illustrated above the system units will find each other, but the system as whole 

won’t be robust. Since, the registration process to GDS is not automatic removing or 

adding a system unit will break the whole system. Thus, the system is no more modular 

non autonomous.  

Figure 50. GDS running in Windows 10 environment (Korolev 2019). 

Another critical requirement for modular autonomous system that is missing from B&R 

Automation Runtime (AR) is related to OPC UA execution in cyclic tasks. Currently, OPC 

UA is being executed in AR asynchronously and its shortest sampling interval is 10ms. 

(B&R 2016.) In practice, this means that if cyclic tasks task1 and task2 are being exe-

cuted faster than defined cycle time, the remaining idle time is reserved for OPC UA 

execution. In worst scenario there could be no idle time at all. This is illustrated in figure 

51. 

Figure 51. Definition of cycle time (B&R 2019b). 
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Hardware and network 

The software is usually built upon the hardware. Therefore, the same aspects mentioned 

above about the software applies to hardware. The hardware introduced in section 2.5.2 

is based on TCP/IP protocol and uses client-server topology, which doesn’t fulfil the re-

quirements of real-time communication. (Felser 2001.) The technical data of current 

hardware has its limitations regarding minimum cycle time of 10ms, bandwidth of 

100Mbit/s and also the computing power. In order for system to be flexible and autono-

mous it needs a lot of data, bandwidth and computing power to keep itself robust and in 

real-time. Some applications like motion applications requires faster cycle times and pre-

cision, especially in safety like applications.  

OPC UA with GDS introduced in subsection 2.4.2 is good approach for distributing cer-

tificates across the network. However, due the discovery network design structure mDNS 

Multicast messages can flood the network. This is caused by network infrastructure of 

GDS, since some GDSs can be unknown to an OPC UA client. Therefore, LDS-ME an-

nounce its address using mDNS. This is illustrated in figure 18. (Brozmann, Henneke et 

al. 2018.) 

Currently, hardware and network infrastructure are the biggest bottleneck in real-time 

systems.  
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5. RESEARCH RESULTS 

This chapter is continuum to chapter 4, explaining the need of TSN for OPC UA. The first 

section discusses the need of TSN and subsections follow chapter 4 explanation on 

PubSub advantages over client-server and importance of TSN on its versality and flexi-

bility in modular autonomous system. The second section and the end of this chapter 

introduces this thesis results, the needed tools for TSN configuration in modular auton-

omous system from end-user perspective. 

5.1 OPC UA over TSN 

Today, many end users and device manufacturers are faced with a multi-vendor tech-

nology that need to be implemented in their products, ran, diagnosed, maintained and 

kept in stock. Dealing with multi-vendor solutions generates high costs and limits in IIoT. 

OPC UA is a solution for most problems, but when it comes to real-time, time awareness 

and controller to controller communication is not enough. As mentioned in chapter 4, 

currently OPC UA regardless of vendor has some disadvantages and missing features 

in real-time applications, like in modular autonomous systems. Thus, OPC UA over TSN 

is the solution and successor to OPC UA vendor-independent technology. As introduced 

in section 2.3, TSN is an upgraded network infrastructure based on benefits of Ethernet 

standard. With addition of latest OPC UA PubSub, TSN will be able to carry different 

types of industrial traffic real-time, while keeping up the performance. In addition, OPC 

UA has built-in security features, which traditional fieldbuses don’t have. (Ademaj, Blair 

et al. 2018.) 

5.1.1 PubSub advantages 

PubSub mentioned in section 2.3 is a real-time technology, but it’s not Time-Aware. How-

ever, with TSN technology PubSub becomes a flexible protocol that distributes data real-

time but also effectively at certain time moments when needed. The advantages of Pub-

Sub compared to a client-server system are: 

 Subscriber can access the data in real-time.  

 Publisher doesn’t need response from subscriber in order to move on to the next 
receiver. Infrequent data update model.  

 Publisher can send data only once via broker to multicast it to the subscribers. 
Multicasting model. 

 PubSub model has an advantage in large systems with large amount of data 
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 Events are delivered in real-time with priority when needed, hard deadline or short 
deadline. (Fox, Kim et al. 2010.) 

5.1.2 Importance of TSN with OPC UA 

As mentioned in section 2.3 TSN is not one standard, it’s a family of standards being 

developed by the IEEE 802.1 Time-Sensitive Networking task group. TSN main reason 

is to extend itself via OPC UA, to bring OPC UA determinism to controller-to-controller 

level to efficiently synchronize a multi-vendor plant layer of ISA 95 pyramid. Without OPC 

UA over TSN interoperability, multi-vendor communication must be hard-coded and that 

breaks modularity and flexibility of the system. Additionally, it brings more costs in devel-

opment and sustaining the product. (B&R 2019a.) 

With OPC UA over TSN semantic information model can be added to the FLC mentioned 

in section 3.2. This bring cost-efficient development, but most importantly, possibility to 

better analyse and optimize device-level communication, like controller-to-actuator com-

munication. OPC UA over TSN brings also built-in security, like user authentication and 

certificate managing to the field level, which traditional fieldbuses doesn’t have. This is 

important for modularity, since different machines have different interfaces regarding se-

curity or authentication. Thus, via OPC UA the machines can be described via semantic 

information model to describe themselves, regardless of vendor or location. (B&R 

2019a.) 

Since TSN is based on Ethernet standards, it supports all industrial network topologies, 

like line, ring, start and tree. It also means, that non-TSN devices can be used in the 

same network, because TSN is just an upgrade to the standard Ethernet. For example, 

in B&R systems it will be possible to sync network communication between POWERLINK 

and OPC UA over TSN. This is illustrated in figure 52. However, combing traditional 

fieldbuses with TSN would not provide same interoperability as with OPC UA. Traditional 

fieldbuses lack the semantics, methods, end user benefits, IoT functionality, cloud con-

nectivity and security compared to OPC UA. (B&R 2019a.) 
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Figure 52. OPC UA over TSN and POWERLINK network synced together 
(B&R 2019a). 

5.2 System configuration via OPC UA over TSN 

As mentioned in chapter 4 and followed by section 5.1 and its subsections, OPC UA over 

TSN is the solution for modular autonomous systems in the future, but in order system 

to work, it needs proper configuration to reach achievable performance. The needed 

features and technologies for system configuration via OPC UA over TSN can divided 

into three groups, as it was mentioned in section 4.3.  

Based on B&R white paper in section 3.1, the needed features and technologies can be 

introduced via OPC UA over TSN OSI-model illustrated in figure 53. 

Figure 53. OPC UA over TSN OSI-model (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018). 
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Network 

The physical layer of OSI model today, provided by vendors is mostly copper-based or 

fiber-based 100Mbit Ethernet network solution. However, based on section 3.1 test re-

sults it’s preferable to implement 1Gbit network, since the performance is significantly 

better. The data link layers of OSI is related to TSN standards. The standards are intro-

duced in section 2.3, but relevant ones and their features for real-time communication in 

modular autonomous system are presented in table 5.  

Standard Feature 

IEEE 802.1Qav is used for periodic transmission, to guarantee band-

width reservations and bounded latency for certain traffic 

classes. The primary application is in audio/video broad-

casting. 

IEEE 802.1AS-Rev is used for time synchronization mechanisms for 

grandmaster redundancy and multiple clock domains. 

It’s a basis for isochronous transmission i.e. for logging 

messages. 

IEEE 802.1Qbv  is used for isochronous transmissions with real-time 

guarantees. It specifies the transmission windows, like in 

terms of gate open and close timing values, in order to 

guarantee bounded latency and small jitter. 

IEEE 802.1Qcc is used for TSN configuration, by providing specification 

of protocols, procedures and managed objects. Three 

configuration models are described: 

1) Fully Centralized Model, suitable for all TSN 

mechanisms and necessary when using Qbv. 

2) Fully Distributed Model, suitable when no sched-

uled changes are needed or when not using Qbv. 

3) Centralized Network / User Model  

For modular autonomous system the Fully Centralized 

Model is most suitable one. This model specifies the 

CUC (Centralized User Configuration) and the CNC 

(Centralized Network Configuration) functions. The CUC 

specify user requirements regarding cycle times and 

transmitted process data and pass them to the CNC. The 

CNC calculates the TSN configuration including the com-

munication schedules necessary to satisfy the require-

ments by using YANG-based management, such as 

NETCONF over TLS. This model is illustrated in Figure 

54. 

IEEE 802.1CB is used to provide seamless redundancy for ring and 

mesh topologies. The standard allows redundancy plan-

ning on a per data stream basis, which enables much 

Table 5. Mandatory core standards of TSN (adapted from Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018). 
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better bandwidth efficiency than legacy redundancy so-

lutions. 

Hence, the mandatory standards for TSN network are .1AS(-Rev), Qav, Qbv, .1CB and 

Qcc with fully centralized model. In addition, for PubSub connections UADP over UDP/IP 

or UADP directly over raw Ethernet needed to be supported. PubSub describes layers 3 

– 6 of OSI model.  

With help of TSN CNC, OPC UA connections between client and server know each other 

and also know how to reach each other without GDC registration method presented in 

subsection 2.4.2 and problems discussed in subsection 5.1.2. To achieve TSN CNC re-

quirements a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) combined with TSN is needed to in-

crease agility of the network. SDN consists of three layers, application, control and data 

layers. Previously, the control layer was attached to individual appliance, but with SDN 

the control layer is separated and fully programmable. Thus, the network infrastructure 

can be used in vendor-independent applications and network services. (Brozmann, 

Henneke et al. 2018.) 

The discovery approach via SDN is illustrated in figure 55. In figure 55a shows the reg-

ular GDS discovery process and figure 55b shows the discovery process via SDN con-

troller. In figure 55a the resolution of the network is distributed, but in figure 55b it’s cen-

tralized to the SDN controller. This approach reduces the load of the network and can be 

implemented into existing network infrastructure. This also means that GDS certificate 

management keeps functioning is individual entity. The main advantage of this approach 

is that OPC UA system doesn’t need to be configured through GDC to be aware of GDS, 

but instead, the SDN network infrastructure and SDN controller provide direct network 

discovery function by its built-in global knowledge. This is illustrated in figure 56. (Broz-

mann, Henneke et al. 2018.) 

Figure 54. Fully Centralized Model of Qcc with OPC UA (Ademaj, Blair et al. 
2018). 
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Figure 55. Comparison of different resolution processes in a network (Broz-
mann, Henneke et al. 2018). 

Figure 56. OPC UA Discovery using SDN (Brozmann, Henneke et al. 2018.) 

Hardware 

All the previous aspects mentioned in network must be supported by hardware, like SDN 

as TSN CNC, TSN CUC and OPC UA PubSub TSN Configuration Broker. In section 4.2 

introduced system units for example, requires following mechanisms in order to operate 

in TSN network: 

Device/Mechanism Feature 

TSN switch The brain of the OPC UA TSN infrastructure. It supports 

TSN standards and provides Quality of Service mecha-

nism to shape the traffic. TSN switch can be Grandmas-

ter clock in the system. 

Table 6. Needed hardware mechanisms in TSN network (adapted from Ademaj, Blair et 
al. 2018). 
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A clock Grandmaster clock originates from the IEEE 1588 stand-

ard for precise clock synchronization and has been 

adopted by IEEE 802.1AS. It serves as a clock device in 

the network with master capabilities. Master clock is de-

fined by .1AS standard, but also can be predefined.  

Slave clock operates same as master clock but in differ-

ent manner. For example, in IOs. 

DHCP server is a mechanism needed to allocate IP addresses to de-

vices. Most DHCP server implementations allow static 

binding between OSI model Layer 2 MAC addresses and 

Layer 3 IP addresses. This makes it possible to connect 

to unconfigured devices using a temporary IP address 

and later on with successful secure identification to as-

sign preconfigured IP. 

DNS server is a mechanism to resolve host names to IP addresses. 

With help of DHCP any IP address can be assigned to 

host name, so higher layer protocols and services could 

function in more flexible way, including configuration 

tools.  

OPC UA GDS server is a server responsible for enterprise administration of 

OPC UA servers. It also helps via lists to manage and 

distribute application certificates for secure connections.  

It’s expected devices with 10µs cycle time, meaning that amount of data transmission in 

the network is going to grow. Because of this, devices are going to need a lot of compu-

ting power. To achieve high cyclic times it also depends on software. 

Software 

For network to function properly, each device must have device role. Otherwise, operat-

ing a network would require frequent manual intervention. The device roles are vendor 

independent and therefore interoperable. For example, in section 4.2 mentioned system 

units should have application slave, application master, configuration server and network 

manager for modular autonomous system to function and operate OPC UA TSN network. 

The device roles are explained in table 7. (Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

Device/Mechanism Feature 

Application slave is the role with instances featuring state machines that 

manages functionalities for remote configuration of IOs, 

drives and actuators. 

Application master is the role for PLC or Automation PCs to manage the 

slaves. From network infrastructure perspective, there is 

no difference between application slave and master. In 

Table 7. Needed software interfaces for TSN network (adapted from Ademaj, Blair et al. 
2018). 
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terms of performance, application features and manag-

ing TSN features, they may differs. 

Configuration man-

ager 

is a distributed server that holds database of vendor-spe-

cific functionalities. The content is version-controlled and 

can be for firmware and configuration files. For this OPC 

Foundation has developed import models, Nodesets, to 

equip system with predefined standardized OPC UA in-

terface. OPC UA NodeSet file is a XML schema file and 

contains specific information model of specific OPC UA 

server. Meaning that it contains all the nodes which are 

connected to source code variables of the server appli-

cation. For example, currently EUROMAP standards 

which provide communication interface between injec-

tion moulding machines and MES, uses OPC UA 

NodeSet information model to provide vendor independ-

ent communication between different machines. (B&R 

2019b.) 

Network manager is a manager that triggers required actions like address 

assignment (DHCP), firmware and configuration up-

dates. It can also hold information about distribution of 

the application. 

In addition, the application should have security measures, like user management for 

authentication and authorization. This is also means that mechanisms, features and in-

terfaces mentioned in tables 5, 6 and 7 should be configurable in B&R Automation Stu-

dio, in order for end-user to configure the OPC UA and TSN network, and hardware that 

uses it. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The purpose of this thesis was to theoretically analyse OPC UA with TSN as enabler of 

modular autonomous system. This thesis aimed to research the need for TSN to achieve 

flexibility and robustness in the automation systems. The thesis started with literature 

review, which described OPC UA as vendor-independent and multi-layer protocol of ISA 

95 automation pyramid. This was followed by introduction of OPC UA GDS and new core 

specification OPC UA PubSub. As a result, the research material showed that OPC UA 

is not enough for modular autonomous system. This led to the final output that TSN is 

needed. 

This chapter first presents the conclusion of results and limitations found during the re-

search. Next, the research questions are evaluated and their answers are clarified. The 

chapter ends future research suggestions. 

6.1 Conclusion of results and limitations 

During the research it was found that OPC UA is a robust protocol on the plant floor up 

to cloud level, but it’s not enough for field level communication. Combining OPC UA with 

TSN brings a lot of features in today’s applications compared to traditional fieldbuses, 

even if they are combined with TSN too. TSN will bring not only automation IIoT together 

but also other industrial sectors, like building, process and energy IIoT. Therefore, there 

is a lot to choose from in the future and for machine makers and also end-users it will be 

a huge business changer. To summarize, OPC UA over TSN will bring: 

 Multi-vendor independency.  

 Interoperability in the network. 

 Large and flexible network. 

 High performance.  

 Integrated security, encryption and certificate handling. 

 Modern metadata model. 

 Deterministic communication via 5G (adapted from Ademaj, Blair et al. 2018.) 

The relevant OPC UA standards and TSN standards are almost ready for industrial use. 

For example, OPC UA PubSub is published but FLC is still work in progress and TSN 

base standard 1.Qav and .1Qbv is published but 1.AS-Rev is work in progress (IEEE802 

2020, OPC Foundation 2020).  
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Since the modular autonomous system depends on many aspects, the reliability of the 

needed TSN features and mechanisms were questioned. Thus, the thesis results are 

completely based on other research’s theories and calculations. Therefore, testing with 

TSN could have revealed defects in the system and overall performance in the network.  

As mentioned earlier, it was hard to research the need of the TSN because of lacking 

the TSN hardware and low amount of decent TSN researches in the beginning of 2019. 

During the research, it was noticed that most needed information about TSN is going to 

be released in the end of 2019 and it slowed the research process. That’s why it was 

mandatory to conclude the research process in the end of 2019 to get this thesis done, 

since there was too much information and it needed to be filtered.  

6.2 Evaluation of results 

The thesis provided successfully answers to the research questions presented in the 

beginning of this thesis. The questions were as follows: 

1. How to configure system using OPC UA and TSN to achieve modular and auton-
omous system? 

2. What kind of features and possibilities TSN is bringing to Industrial Communica-
tion layers of Automation Pyramid? 

3. What benefits OPC UA over TSN brings over existing fieldbus protocols? 

First, based on mainly B&R white paper and SDN research, several models and mech-

anisms were found and their functionality was explained. Second, the OPC UA was pre-

sented for lacking features, especially in the lower level of Automation Pyramid, this way 

the need for TSN was introduced and its features through standards. Third, all the pre-

vious questions brought the key aspects for OPC UA over TSN to be superior over tra-

ditional fieldbuses, even if the fieldbuses are combined with TSN. 

6.3 Future research 

As the research was concluded in the end of 2019, B&R presented OPC UA over TSN 

portfolio of products in December of 2019. The portfolio consists at least of new X20 

control system of cycle time as fast as 100µs, new bus controller, new industrial PCs and 

panel PCs, TSN-switch and Automation Studio for OPC UA over TSN configuration. 

Thus, the aspects mentioned before in this chapter should be tested and evaluated prac-

tically as continuum to this thesis.  

The second recommendation is to continue researching the configuration of OPC UA 

over TSN systems from end-user perspective. Since, the modular autonomous system 
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is a very complex system, with the upcoming OPC UA over TSN hardware, the configu-

ration for example in Automation Studio will be complex from end-user perspective. 

Thus, it should be researched which features are needed to be preconfigured in OPC 

UA over TSN devices or which features are needed to be preconfigured in software in 

order to setup network with TSN. 
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APPENDIX A: CURRENTLY DEFINED PROFILES 
IN THE B&R OPC UA SYSTEM V4.6.3 11/2019 

Facet Profiles 
Available 
starting 
with 

Core character-
istics 

Core server facet AR 4.05 

Base server behavior facet AR 4.05 

Attribute WriteMask server facet AR 4.05 

File access server facet In progress 

Global certificate management server facet --- 

Subnet discovery server facet --- 

Request state change server facet  --- 

Documentation - Server facet AR 4.05 

Data access 

Embedded DataChange subscription server 
facet 

AR 4.05 

Standard DataChange subscription server 
facet 

AR 4.05 

Enhanced DataChange subscription server 
facet 

AR 4.05 

Durable subscription server facet --- 

Data access server facet AR 4.05 

ComplexType server facet AR D4.34 

Event access 
Standard event subscription server facet AR 4.25 

Address space notifier server facet  --- 

Alarms & condi-
tions 

A & C base condition server facet In progress 

A & C Refresh2 server facet In progress 

A & C address space instance server facet --- 

A & C enable server facet In progress 

A & C alarm server facet In progress 

A & C acknowledgeable alarm server facet In progress 

A & C exclusive alarming server facet In progress 

A & C non-exclusive alarming server facet In progress 

A & C previous instances server facet --- 

A & C dialog server facet --- 

A & C CertificateExpiration server facet --- 

A & E wrapper facet --- 

Method server facet AR 4.31 
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Generic fea-

tures 

Auditing server facet AR 4.25 

Node management server facet --- 

Redundancy 

Client redundancy server facet In progress 

Redundancy transparent server facet In progress 

Redundancy visible server facet In progress 

Historical data 

Historical raw data server facet AR 4.31 

Historical aggregate server facet In progress 

Historical data AtTime server facet In progress 

Historical access modified data server facet In progress 

Historical annotation server facet In progress 

Historical data insert server facet In progress 

Historical data update server facet In progress 

Historical data replace server facet In progress 

Historical data delete server facet In progress 

Historical access structured data server facet In progress 

Historical 
events 

Base historical event server facet In progress 

Historical event update server facet In progress 

Historical event replace server facet In progress 

Historical event insert server facet In progress 

Historical event delete server facet In progress 

Aggregates Aggregate subscription server facet --- 

 
   

Client category   

Facet Profiles 
Supported 
starting 
with 

Core character-
istics 

Core client facet AR 4.10 

Base client behavior facet AR 4.10 

Discovery client facet --- 

Subnet discovery client facet --- 

Global discovery client facet --- 

Global certificate management client facet --- 

AddressSpace lookup client facet --- 

Entry level support 2015 client facet --- 

Multi-Server client connection facet AR 4.10 

File access client facet In progress 
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Request state change client facet --- 

Documentation - Client AR 4.10 

Data access 

Attribute read client facet AR 4.10 

Attribute write client facet AR 4.10 

DataChange subscriber client facet AR 4.10 

Durable subscription client facet --- 

DataAccess client facet AR 4.10 

Event access 

Event subscriber client facet AR 4.25 

Base event processing client facet AR 4.25 

Notifier and source hierarchy client facet --- 

Alarms & condi-
tions 

A & C base condition client facet --- 

A & C Refresh2 client facet --- 

A & C address space instance client facet --- 

A & C enable client facet --- 

A & C alarm client facet --- 

A & C exclusive alarming client facet --- 

A & C Non-exclusive alarming client facet --- 

A & C Previous instances client facet --- 

A & C dialog client facet --- 

A & C CertificateExpiration client facet --- 

A & E proxy facet --- 

Generic fea-
tures 

Method client facet AR 4.10 

Auditing client facet --- 

Node management client facet --- 

Advanced type programming client facet --- 

Diagnostic client facet --- 

Redundancy 
Client redundancy server facet --- 

Redundancy switch client facet --- 

Historical data 

Historical access client facet In progress 

Historical data AtTime client facet In progress 

Historical aggregate client facet In progress 

Historical annotation client facet --- 

Historical access modified data client facet In progress 

Historical data insert client facet In progress 

Historical data update client facet In progress 
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Historical data replace client facet In progress 

Historical data delete client facet In progress 

Historical access client server timestamp facet  --- 

Historical structured data access client facet --- 

Historical structured data AtTime client facet --- 

Historical structured data modified client 
facet 

--- 

Historical structured data insert client facet --- 

Historical structured data update client facet --- 

Historical structured data replace client facet --- 

Historical structured data delete client facet --- 

Historical 

events 

Historical events client Facet --- 

Historical event insert client facet --- 

Historical event update client facet --- 

Historical event replace client facet --- 

Historical event delete client facet --- 

Aggregates Aggregate subscriber client facet --- 

     

Transport category  

Facet Profiles 
Available 
starting 
with 

  

UA-TCP UA-SC UA binary AR 4.05 

HTTPS UA binary --- 

HTTPS UA XML --- 

    

Security category  

Facet Profiles 
Available 
starting 
with 

Miscellaneous 

Security user access control full AR 4.25 

Security user access control base AR 4.25 

Security time synchronization --- 

Best practice - Audit events AR 4.25 

Best practice - Alarm handling In progress 

Best practice - Random numbers AR 4.25 

Best practice - Timeouts AR 4.25 

Best practice - Administrative access AR 4.25 
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Best practice - Strict message handling AR 4.25 

Best practice - Audit events client AR 4.25 

TransportSecu-

rity 

TransportSecurity - TLS 1.2 --- 

TransportSecurity - TLS 1.2 with PFS --- 

SecurityPolicy 

SecurityPolicy - None AR 4.05 

SecurityPolicy - Basic128Rsa15 AR 4.05 

SecurityPolicy - Basic256 AR 4.05 

SecurityPolicy - Basic256Sha256 AR 4.31 

User token / 
general 

User token - Anonymous facet AR 4.05 

User token / 

server 

User token - User name password server facet AR 4.05 

User token - X509 certificate server facet In progress 

User token - Issued token server facet --- 

User token - Issued token windows server 
facet 

--- 

User token / 
client 

User token - User name password client facet AR 4.10 

User token - X509 certificate client facet In progress 

User token - Issued token client facet --- 

User token - Issued token Windows client 
facet 

--- 
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